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English 5 1

Unit One Reading: Thor the Thunder God

Reading: Thor the Thunder God
In Norse legends, Thor was known as the thunder god. (Norse 
people were from Norway and other countries close by. They are 
also called Vikings.) Thor was the son of Odin, the most important 
god. Thor was huge with incredible strength, even for a god. He 
had long, tangled red hair, a shaggy beard and a very bad temper. 
However, Thor never stayed angry for long nor did he bear 
grudges. Thor had a belt which doubled his strength when he 
wore it and a hammer which always came back to this hand after 
it was thrown. Thor used these weapons in his many battles with 
giants, and unlike many of the other gods, he rarely used trickery 
to win. In fact, Thor had the reputation of not being very smart 
and the other gods often fooled him with their sly games. This made him popular with the 
ordinary people as they didn’t really trust some of the other gods either. They prayed to him 
for protection for their homes and farms.

The Norse people believed that Thor raced across the sky in a chariot drawn by two giant goats 
which were called Toothgrinder and Toothgnasher. It was the clatter of the goats’ hooves 
which the people heard as thunder. Thor blowing through his beard created storms and sailors 
prayed to him for fair weather.

Thor was married to the goddess, Sif. Her greatest pride was her flowing, golden hair. The 
people compared her hair to flowing fields of grain and prayed to her for abundant harvests. 
When someone cut Sif’s hair, she grieved and the earth grew cold and nothing grew. This was 
said to be the origin of winter. When Sif’s hair grew again, Spring returned.

Test Yourself

1. According to the text, which sentence about thor is correct?
a.  Thor enjoyed playing games.

b.  Thor was smarter than the giants.

c.  Thor recovered quickly from his outbursts of temper.

d.  Thor was not trusted by the common people.

2. People prayed to thor for 
a.  protection in storms.

b.  protection for their homes and farms.

c.  good harvests.

d.  good weather and protection for their homes and farms.

3. in the first paragraph, information is put in brackets
a.  to give more facts about Thor.

b.  to explain the meaning of an unfamiliar word.

c.  to ask the reader a question.

d.  to show that the story is a myth.

Unit One
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Unit One Reading: Thor the Thunder God

Spelling

Use Look-Say-Cover-Write-Check to learn these words.

popular chariot

weather weapon

harvest hooves

gloves incredible

iron protection

strength double

1. Many words ending in ‘f’, form plurals by changing the ‘f’ to ‘v’ and adding ‘es’. Form 
the plurals of these words.
a. hoof -       hooves       

b. elf -                                           

c. half -                                               

d. loaf -                                          

e. shelf -                                              

f. calf -                                               

g. scarf -                                           

h. wolf -                                          

i. life -                                              

j. knife -                                           

k. leaf -                                          

l. sheaf -                                              

2. Write the words with –  
a. Two syllables:                                                                                                                                 

b. Three syllables:                                                                                                                   

c. Four syllables:                                              

3. Write in alphabetical order: 
a. weather, hooves, iron, gloves, weapon, strength 

 

b. popular, harvest, chariot, incredible, protection, double 
 

Test Yourself

Find the spelling mistake in each sentence. Write the correct spelling on the line.

c. What will the wether be like today?                                                          

d. I have dubble that many games.                                                          

e. We heard the sound of the horse’s huves.                                                          

f. Thor had a charryut.                                                          

g. The people prayed for protekshun.                                                          

h. The stories about Thor are inkredibul.                                                          
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Unit One Reading: Thor the Thunder God

Grammar 

Nouns can be either common, e.g. boat, or proper, e.g. Thomas.   
Proper nouns are special names for people, places, planets, days and months.

1. Underline all the common nouns and circle all the proper nouns in these sentences.
a. “Do you have soccer on Friday?” asked Liam.

b. The Blue Mountains are west of Sydney.

c. Thor had a special hammer and gloves.

d. The Vikings had many stories of heroes.

e. Sif was the goddess of the harvest.

f. Thor had two special goats.

g. Thor blew through his beard.

h. People prayed to Sif for good harvests.

2. Match each proper noun with its description.

Mercury Uluru Chile thor Monday Lucy Antarctica nile

a. A continent:                                                          

b. The Norse god of thunder:                                                          

c. The closest planet to the sun:                                                          

d. A huge rock in the centre of Australia:                                                          

e. A girl’s name:                                                          

f. A long river in Egypt:                                                          

g. The first day of the school week:                                                         

h. A country:                                                        

Test Yourself

1. Are the circled words common or proper nouns? tick the correct box. C P
a. Spring always begins in September. 	 

b. The weather is usually warm in September.  	 

c. There are many stories of Thor’s battles with giants. 	 

d. Ancient people thought Thor made thunder. 	 

e. My little sister, Elly, is frightened of thunder. 	 

f. Many Vikings came from Norway. 	 
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Unit One Reading: Thor the Thunder God

Punctuation

Proper nouns are always written with capital letters, e.g. March, the Harbour Bridge.

1. Rewrite these sentences correctly. Put a capital letter at the beginning and for any 
proper nouns.  Don’t forget the full stop or question mark at the end.

a. many people believed thor was the god of thunder 
 

b. toothgrinder and toothgnasher were the two giant goats 
 

c. do you like those old legends from greece and rome 
 

d. our class goes to the library on wednesday and has sport on friday 
 

Test Yourself

1. Circle the word in each group that should have a capital letter. Write it on the line.
a. people, norway, country                                                          

b. thunder, lightning, thor                                                          

c. jupiter, star, planet                                                          

d. month, thursday, day                                                          

Vocabulary
1. Circle the word which has nearly the same meaning as the word from the text.

a. rarely likely  /  infrequently  /  cleverly

b. trickery plans  /  force  /  deceit

c. abundant plentiful  /  healthy  /  unusual

2. the prefix ‘un’ means not. Add ‘un’ to each of these words to change their meanings.  
Write the whole word again.
a.      popular                                                          

b.      important                                                          

c.      known                                                          

d.      like                                                          

3. ‘Fair’ and ‘fare’ are homophones.  So are ‘weather’ and ‘whether’.  Homophones sound 
alike, but have different meanings. Use these words in the sentences below.
a. He didn’t have enough money for his train                                                          .

b. They hoped that the                                                           would be good for the harvest.

c. “That’s not                                                          !” shouted the little girl.

d. We were not sure                                                           or not to go for a walk.
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Unit One Reading: Thor the Thunder God

Writing Task

Create your own myth. You may want to read some myths in the library and then write your 
own version of one of them.  
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This will be  
a narrative so  
you need –  
an introduction,  
a complication  
and a resolution.
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English 5 Answers
Unit One: Thor
Test Yourself
1. c.    2. d.    3. b.

SPELLING
1. a. hooves  b. elves  c. halves  d. loaves  e. shelves  
f. calves  g. scarves  h. wolves  i. lives  j. knives  
k. leaves  l. sheaves
2. a. weather, harvest, weapon, double    
b. popular, chariot, protection     c. incredible
3. a. gloves, hooves, iron, strength, weather, 
whether
 b. chariot, double, harvest, incredible, popular, 
protection
Test Yourself
1. a. weather  b. double  c. hooves  d. chariot  
e. protection  f. incredible

GRAMMAR
1. a. soccer – C, Liam, Friday – P;    b. Blue 
Mountains, Sydney – P;    c. Thor – P, hammer, 
gloves – P;    d. Vikings – P, stories, heroes – C.    
e. Sif – P, goddess, harvest – C    f. Thor – P,  
goats –C    g. Thor – P, bread – C    h. Sif – P,  
people, harvests – C
2. a. Antarctica  b. Thor  c. Mercury  d. Uluru  
e. Lucy  f. Nile  g. Monday  h. Chile
Test Yourself
1. a. P    b. C    c. C    d. P    e. C    f. P

PUNCTUATION
1. a. Many people believed Thor was the god of 
thunder.
 b. Toothgrinder and Toothgnasher were the 
two giant goats.
 c. Do you like those old legends from Greece 
and Rome?
 d. Our class goes to the library on Wednesday 
and has sport on Friday.
Test Yourself
1. a. Norway  b. Thor  c. Jupiter  d. Thursday

VOCABULARY
1. a. infrequently  b. deceit  c. plentiful
2. a. unpopular  b. unimportant  c. unknown  
d. unlike
3. a. fare  b. weather  c. fair  d. whether

Unit Two: Mythical Monsters
Test Yourself
1. c.    2. b.    3. c.    4. d.

SPELLING
1. a. generous  b. invisible  c. dangerous  d. almost  
e. naughty  f. mythical
2. a. billabong  b. fierce  c. goblin  d. creatures  
e. chickens  f. monsters  g. generous  h. almost  
i. naughty  j. dangerous  k. invisible  l. mythical
3. a. bill + a + bong    b. gen + er + ous  
c. myth + i + cal    d. dan + ger +ous
Test Yourself
1. a. invisible  b. goblins  c. naughty  d. dangerous  
e. chickens  f. almost

GRAMMAR
1. a. generous / kind / playful  b. cool  c. fierce  
d. scaly  e. furious  f. pointed, red  g. generous / 
kind  h. playful / fierce
2. a. large  b. murky  c. naughty  d. bad-tempered  
e. shady  f. unlucky  g. real  h. mischievous
Test Yourself
1. a. delicious  b. kindly  c. fearsome  d. lumpy  
e. spiteful  f. happy

PUNCTUATION
1. a. Is that a book of myths?
 b. I’d like to borrow it.
 c. That book is amazing!
 d. What kind of books do you like?
 e. How exciting!
 f. Please tidy up now.
 g. I enjoy fantasy books.
 h. That book wasn’t very good.
Test Yourself
1. a. second  b. second  c. second

VOCABULARY
1. a. savage  b. hurtful  c. caring
2. a. playful  b. doubtful  c. painful  d. powerful  
e. delightful  f. harmful
3. a. steal  b. steel  c. feet  d. feat

Answers
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